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The Radical Librarians Collective Gathering 2016 was held at the Cowley Club in Brighton, 
UK on 9th July 2016. Although RLC aims to be non-hierarchical in nature and is not run by 
a central committee, an organising committee worked together to plan and promote the 
event and facilitate the unconference format on the day. RLC operates on a donations policy 
to allow anyone who would like to come access to the event, irrespective of financial ability 
to pay, while also ensuring it remains free from sponsorship. The Cowley Club kindly 
offered the use of their space for free, and provided a hot vegan buffet for £5 a head. The 
collective aims to support and promote equity and diversity, and care was taken to ensure 
that the venue was suitable to meet a range of needs. The Cowley Club is accessible via 
public transport and footpath, has disabled access, a disabled toilet in addition to two other 
toilets, a range of lighting and seating, and good acoustics (Cowley Club, 2016). Twenty-five
people attended the event.
On the day, people involved in the collective supported the co-ordination of the event, 
inviting attendees to pitch sessions. Care was taken at this point and throughout the day to 
seek to reiterate the non-hierarchical nature of the collective, and although a committee was 
responsible for the organising on the day and ensuring the safer spaces policy was 
maintained, all attendees were welcomed to contribute in any way they felt comfortable. The
organising committee also sought to ensure a gender balance in terms of representation, time
speaking and facilitating during sessions and throughout the day, and the division of labour 
(such as making tea, organising and doing administrative work). As well as two rooms for 
discussions, an area of the venue was used as a relaxed space for zine- and badge-making.
RLC Gatherings typically take an unconference format, which means that there are not 
scheduled and planned talks in the style of traditional conferences. Instead, attendees are all 
invited to suggest sessions that could be held ahead of time, through the web page for the 
event. These may be facilitated by the person making the suggestion, or could be facilitated 
by someone else if this is felt to be appropriate and possible. The idea of this is that people 
who would like to take part in or observe discussions but do not feel comfortable or 
confident in talking in public then have the opportunity to make suggestions about critical 
topics and that these may still be discussed. For the first time, the gathering also included a 
scheduled session led by Alison Macrina, founder of the Library Freedom Project about 
issues of surveillance and privacy.
This paper presents brief summaries of some of the topics discussed by attendees at the 
event:
 What is RLC?: SarahLouise McDonald
 Critical approaches to systems librarianship: Simon Barron
 Web filtering in libraries: Rebecca Jones
 The Library Freedom Project: Ian Clark
 Continuing Professional Development (CPD): SarahLouise McDonald
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What is RLC?
This discussion started the day as a way to summarize the history of the collective for those 
new to RLC. It began four years ago with seven like-minded people (four of whom were in 
attendance in 2016) who realised there were no real spaces to tackle difficult discussions 
about consumerism, our professional body and their response or lack thereof regarding cuts 
to services. These information workers had a reason for their meeting taking place but no 
real plan for what the collective would or could do in future. In the intervening years the 
collective has worked on identifying issues and discussing situations as they arise. It was 
suggested that there is room for more proactive responses which take a tone of protest 
instead of maintaining romantic or nostalgic views of our services. 
Discussion moved to the topic of the recent Brexit referendum and how the provision of 
information was dealt with. Attendees suggested ways that this could be better executed, how
making resources more freely available could help and whether this could be called direct 
action. Some useful articles by Lauren Smith (Smith, 2016) and Emma Coonan (Coonan, 
2016) were recommended on the topic of information literacy. Other groups interested in 
the same ideals may have their hands tied to an extent by the party line of CILIP, but RLC 
should not be afraid to push buttons. Working with other Radical groups could help our 
cause, for example the Open Rights Group (2016a), the Radical Education Forum (2016), 
Anarchism Research Group (University of Loughborough, 2016) or the Feminist Library 
(2017). 
Direct action was a topic that came up again and again as we discussed whether attendees at 
the CILIP conference should organise some kind of demonstration or statement. Many of 
those present were wary of becoming known as ‘CILIP troublemakers’ and already felt that 
an aggressive approach could be an intimidating introduction to Radical Librarianship for 
potential newcomers to the collective, that it might be better to lead gently to our ethics. No 
resolution was made. 
Another topic mentioned during this session and throughout the day was accessibility. How 
are we restricting ourselves and others, and how can we help them engage more? It seems 
there is a balance to be struck for everyone as it is not possible to participate in all areas of a 
collective but neither is it mandatory. 
As a newcomer to RLC and its work the idea that resonated most with me from this session 
was that librarians simply doing their job properly does not equate to radicalism. We should 
strive to do better rather than appease others; inactivity becomes a political action by its 
complicity. I found this discussion really helpful in figuring out why I might want to call 
myself a Radical Librarian and how I can make that happen. It seems that as a collective we 
have got a range of personalities and with them viewpoints on where RLC should go from 
here, but what I am beginning to understand now is that it can be what you make of it.
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Maybe RLC can be all the things to all the people if everyone puts in what they are willing 
to get out of it.
Critical systems librarianship
Specialist library systems are essential to the functioning of a modern library. Software 
controls book circulation and management of user data. A combination of hardware and 
software controls access to physical library space. Given the centrality of library systems to 
operational management of a library service, there is a distinct lack of critical discussion of 
library systems or systems librarianship. 
This #RLC16 session provided an example of critical systems librarianship focusing on one 
aspect of the uneven power relations between libraries and the suppliers of library systems: 
the lack of security in many well-used library systems products.
The balance of power in the relationship between libraries which purchase systems and the 
companies that supply those systems is skewed in favour of the suppliers. In Foucauldian 
terms (Foucault, 1991), there are unequal power relations between these two parties. ‘Power 
relations’ refers to the means by which different groups (and individuals) relate to one 
another in terms of control or lack of control: if one group can compel or influence a second 
group to do something against their (the second group’s) will or against their (the second 
group’s) own best interests, then the first group can be said to have power over the second 
group. 
Considering the power relations inherent in library systems and applying that to practice is 
an aspect of critical systems librarianship. Adopting a critical attitude to the use of 
technology should involve “a willingness to challenge commonsense assumptions and to 
question the status quo. In other words, to open up the ‘black box’ of information technology
and scrutinize the power relations inscribed within it which may repress or constrain” 
(Doolin, 1998, p. 307). 
The transactional nature of the library–supplier relationship is the most obvious 
manifestation of these skewed power relations: the exchange of capital inherently gives 
power to the group receiving the capital. But the financial aspect is only one aspect of the 
power relations between suppliers and libraries. Systems suppliers use a range of technical, 
organisational, and psychological means to exert control over their customers. Software 
suppliers can restrict library access to certain software functions claiming that this is 
necessary for technical support and ultimately maintaining their control over the software; 
suppliers can enforce their own standards for systems integrations or the data in the system 
to keep customers tied to one particular ecosystem; suppliers can use server logs or the 
software itself to monitor the activities of customers. Perhaps the most problematic element 
of control is the suppliers’ control over library patron data: in the case of cloud-hosted 
library management systems, suppliers use patron data―which the libraries have a duty of 
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care to protect―for private data analysis to adjust their services accordingly and, ultimately, 
to improve their own profits at the expense of the privacy of library users.
One further element of control is the security of library systems. On one hand, libraries are 
prevented from accessing crucial systems functions in order for suppliers to retain control 
over software and keep libraries beholden to them for (often expensive) technical support. 
On the other hand, compared to software and systems in other sectors, library systems are 
notoriously insecure. Suppliers use the security of their systems as a selling point exploiting 
the unfortunately common technical ignorance of library systems teams and library 
managers making purchasing decisions. In reality, the systems that libraries rely on for day-
to-day functioning are weak in terms of information security, weak in data encryption, and 
weak in infrastructure.
In this session, participants looked at specific security weaknesses in well-used library 
systems covering self-circulation software, access control software, library management 
systems, and discovery systems. All these systems contain security weaknesses by design as 
well as exploits and hacks that an adversary can use to manipulate the systems and access 
what should be protected data. Examining the various security weaknesses of library systems
helps us to figure out how to better protect our systems and the data within. There is also an 
element of digital disobedience (in the spirit of civil disobedience) in being aware of these 
weaknesses: by disrupting closed library systems, we are able to highlight the issues of 
security that plague these systems and either force suppliers to take action to fix them or 
persuade libraries to adopt more secure, open-source technologies (Schneier, 1999) which 
would allow them more control over systems security.
Examples of poor security in library systems included means of exploiting insecure printed 
barcode technology, tools and techniques for reading, editing, and deleting data on MiFare 
chips (used in security cards) and RFID chips (used in print books specifically with the 
RFID data model standard, ISO 28560 (ISO, 2014)) using the NFC functions commonly 
found in modern smartphones (Fortune, 2013), use of VPNs and the Tor network to get 
around IP range restrictions and test off-campus access to e-resources, obfuscation 
techniques (Brunton & Nissenbaum, 2015) using APIs and loan data to protect user privacy,
and library management systems which store passwords in cleartext either in the central 
database or in server logs. Tangentially, we also discussed the issue of Sci-Hub―the 
platform for illegally accessing copyrighted scholarly journal articles―and the morality of 
their practices including flagrant breach of copyright and allegedly undertaking phishing 
campaigns or harvesting login credentials for e-resources from insecure library systems 
servers.
Highlighting the (often unquestioned) security deficiencies in library systems raised the 
question of why library workers not only accept these insecure, inefficient systems but pay 
extortionate license fees to third-party, private companies for the use of them. With regards 
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